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An e� cient general algorithm for the computation of molecular momentum intracule densities
from Hartree±Fock wavefunctions using Gaussian basis functions is described. The momen-
tum intracules for a number of systems are examined, and comparison with their position
space counterparts discussed.

1. Introduction
Since it is easier to comprehend than a many-electron

wavefunction C…ri†, the one-electron density »…r†, which
measures the probability of ®nding an electron at a
given point in space has been extensively studied, both
theoretically and experimentally [1]. However, some im-
portant information is lost when C…ri† is reduced to »…r†.
An important intermediate quantity is the intracule
density P…u†, which measures the probability of ®nding
two electrons separated by u ˆ jr1 ¡ r2j. Since intracule
densities are two-electron functions they are well suited
to studying interelectronic interactions and, in particu-
lar, the e� ects of electron correlation. However despite
their potential usefulness, intracules have not yet been
widely embraced by quantum chemists.

In 1961 Coulson and Neilson [2] derived intracules for
helium from both uncorrelated and correlated wave-
functions and used these to investigate the shape of
the Coulomb hole. Their work was later extended to
study the dependence of the Coulomb hole on the
nuclear charge of He-like ions [3, 4]. Subsequently, intra-
cules have been reported for a number of atoms and

small molecules using both uncorrelated and correlated
wavefunctions [5±13], con®rming the intuitive result that
electron correlation increases the average separation
between electrons.

Early intracule work has focused on highly accurate
descriptions of small systems. However, in recent years
there has been an e� ort towards the computation of
intracules for large molecular systems [14, 15]. Very
recently, the computation of the Coulomb and exchange
Hartree±Fock (HF) intracules for Gaussian wavefunc-

tions within the PRISM [16, 17] approach has been

reported [18] and implemented within Q-Chem [19].
This has enabled intracules for large systems, such as
endothelin-1 (C82H121N20O25S5) [18] and graphene

(C96H24) [20], to be studied.
Both the one-electron and intracule densities are

easily visualized in position space. However, analogous

densities can be constructed in momentum space. Here

»̂»…p† measures the probability of an electron having a

momentum p and the associated intracule density,
P…v†, measures the probability of ®nding two electrons
with relative momentum v ˆ jp1 ¡ p2j. Electron densities

in momentum space are complementary to position
space and yield additional information. The inter-rela-
tionships between these representations has been dis-

cussed by Thakker et al. [21]. Experimentally the one-
electron density »̂»…p† can be measured through Compton

pro®le experiments [22], while the intracule density P…v†
can be related to scattering experiments [23] and, as we
show later, the kinetic energy. Theoretical investigations

of momentum intracules have been reported by a
number of authors.

Both Fermi and Coulomb holes have been studied in

momentum space [24±34]. These studies have included a
number of atoms and diatomic molecules, exploring

factors such as the Z dependence of the momentum
intracules [30, 34]. Koga and Matsuyama have reported
moments of intracules [35±37] and extracules [37±39] in

momentum space for many atoms, based on numerical
HF wavefunctions. Although there have been a number
of studies of momentum intracules, these have been

limited to atoms and small molecules.
The aim of this paper is to extend the study of

momentum intracules to large molecular systems. We
present the theory of momentum intracules for HF
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wavefunctions using Gaussian basis functions, and
describe an implementation within Q-Chem [19] to eval-
uate these intracules. Finally, we compute and discuss
momentum intracules for a number of examples.

2. Theory
Suppose we have a many-electron system whose

wavefunction in position space is given by C. Then its
position intracule

P…u† ˆ n…n ¡ 1†
2

hCj¯…r12 ¡ u†jCi …1†

gives the distribution of the interelectronic separation. If

C is an HF wavefunction, we can partition P…u† into
Coulomb and exchange parts, i.e.

P…u† ˆ J…u† ‡ K…u†; …2†

where the Coulomb intracule is de®ned by

J…u† ˆ 1

2
h»j¯…r12 ¡ u†j»i; …3†

and the exchange intracule is de®ned by

K…u† ˆ ¡ 1

2
hÀaÀbj¯…r12 ¡ u†jÀaÀbi: …4†

(The À are spin orbitals and we have used the summa-
tion convention.) If the molecular orbitals Áa are
expanded in a basis set f¿·g

Áa ˆ
X

·

c·a¿·; …5†

then the J…u† and K…u† intracules can be written in terms
of density matrices as

J…u† ˆ 1

2

X

·¸¶¼

P·¸P¶¼…·¸j¶¼†u; …6†

K…u† ˆ ¡
1

2

X

·¸¶¼

…P¬
·¶P¬

¸¼ ‡ P
·¶P

¸¼†…·¸j¶¼†u; …7†

where …·¸j¶¼†u are integrals of the form

…·¸j¶¼†u ˆ
… …

¿·…r1†¿¤
¸…r1†¯…r12 ¡ u†

£ ¿¶…r2†¿¤
¼…r2† dr1 dr2 d«u: …8†

Some of the moments of these intracules are physically-
signi®cant and can be generated readily [40]. For ex-
ample, we have

…1

0

u0P…u† du ˆ n…n ¡ 1†
2

; …9†

…1

0

u0J…u† du ˆ n2

2
; …10†

…1

0

u2J…u† du ˆ nQ ¡ ·2; …11†
…1

0

u0K…u† du ˆ ¡
n
2

; …12†

where n is the number of electrons, · is the electronic
dipole moment and Q is the trace of the electronic quad-
rupole moment tensor.

The momentum intracule can be de®ned in a similar
way:

P…v† ˆ n…n ¡ 1†
2

hĈCj¯…p12 ¡ v†jĈCi; …13†

where ĈC represents the wavefunction in momentum
space. For an HF wavefunction, the corresponding
Coulomb and exchange intracules are given by

J…v† ˆ 1

2
h»̂»j¯…p12 ¡ v†j»̂»i; …14†

K…v† ˆ ¡ 1

2
hÀ̂ÀaÀ̂Àbj¯…p12 ¡ v†jÀ̂ÀaÀ̂Àbi; …15†

where the À̂À are the HF momentum spin orbitals. The
momentum intracules J…v† and K…v† can be constructed
through

J…v† ˆ 1

2

X

·¸¶¼

P·¸P¶¼…·¸j¶¼†v; …16†

K…v† ˆ ¡ 1

2

X

·¸¶¼

…P¬
·¶P¬

¸¼ ‡ P
·¶P

¸¼†…·¸j¶¼†v: …17†

The two-electron integrals are de®ned by

…·¸j¶¼†v ˆ
… …

¿̂¿·…p1†¿̂¿¤
¸…p1†¯…p12 ¡ v†

£ ¿̂¿¶…p2†¿̂¿¤
¼…p2† dp1 dp2 d«v; …18†

where ¿̂¿·…p† is the Fourier transform of the basis func-
tion ¿·…r†, but this can be simpli®ed to

…·¸j¶¼†v ˆ v2

2º2

…
¿·…r†¿¤

¸…r ‡ q†¿¶…r ‡ q ‡ u†

£ ¿¤
¼…r ‡ u†j0…vq† dq dr du: …19†

The even-order moments of the momentum intracules
are also physically signi®cant
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…1

0

v0P…v† dv ˆ n…n ¡ 1†
2

; …20†

…1

0

v0J…v† dv ˆ n2

2
; …21†

…1

0

v2J…v† dv ˆ 2nET; …22†
…1

0

voK…v† dv ˆ ¡
n
2

; …23†

where n is the number of electrons and ET is the total
electronic kinetic energy.

The position space integrals …·¸j¶¼†u exhibit eightfold
permutational symmetry, i.e.

…·¸j¶¼†u ˆ …¸·j¼¶†u ˆ …¼¶j¸·†u ˆ …¶¼j·¸†u

ˆ …¸·j¶¼†u ˆ …·¸j¼¶†u ˆ …¶¼j¸·†u ˆ …¼¶j·¸†u:

…24†

The momentum space integrals …·¸j¶¼†v possess only
fourfold permutational symmetry, i.e.

…·¸j¶¼†v ˆ …¸·j¼¶†v ˆ …¼¶j¸·†v ˆ …¶¼j·¸†v; …25†

…¸·j¶¼†v ˆ …·¸j¼¶†v ˆ …¶¼j¸·†v ˆ …¼¶j·¸†v; …26†

and therefore the generation of momentum intracules is
roughly twice as expensive as that of position intracules.

3. Implementation
Following the recent implementation [18] to compute

P…u†, we have employed the PRISM algorithm [16, 17]
to evaluate the …·¸j¶¼†u integrals. For four s functions
on centres A, B, C and D with exponents ¬;  ; ®, ¯ and
contraction coe� cients Da; Db; Dc; Dd, respectively, it
can be shown that the fundamental integrals [16] are
given by

‰mŠv ˆ UPUQ…2³̂³2†m‡3=2 eR2

v2 e¡v2 ³̂³2

£
���
2

º

r Xm

kˆ1

m
k

± ²
…¡2³̂³2v2†k jk‰2³̂³RvŠ

…2³̂³Rv†k ; …27†

where

R ˆ ¶

…µ ‡ ¶†1=2
…C ¡ D† ¡ µ

…µ ‡ ¶†1=2
…A ¡ B†; …28†

UP ˆ DaDb
º

±

³ ´3=2

e¡µjA¡Bj2 ; …29†

UQ ˆ DcDd
º

²

³ ´3=2

e¡¶jC¡Dj2 ; …30†

³̂³2 ˆ 1

4…µ ‡ ¶† ; …31†

µ ˆ ¬

±
; …32†

¶ ˆ ®¯

²
; …33†

± ˆ ¬ ‡  ; …34†

² ˆ ® ‡ ¯; …35†

and jn are spherical Bessel functions

jn…x† ˆ xn ¡ 1

x
d

dx

³ ´n
sin…x†

x
: …36†

Integrals of higher angular momentum are generated
through the di� erentiation of ‰0Šv with respect to the
coordinates of A; B; C and D [41]. Alternatively, they
can be generated using recursion relations of the form

‰…a ‡ 1i†bjcdŠ…m†

ˆ
2

2±

³ ´»
…Bi ¡ Ai†‰abjcdŠ…m† ¡

Ri

³̂³

³ ´
‰abjcdŠ…m‡1†

¡ ai
1

2¬

³ ´
‰…a ¡ 1i†bjcdŠ…m†

µ

¡ 2

2±

³ ´
‰…a ¡ 1i†bjcdŠ…m‡1†

¶

‡ bi
1

2

³ ´
‰a…b ¡ 1i†jcdŠ…m†

µ

¡ 2¬

2±

³ ´
‰a…b ¡ 1i†jcdŠ…m‡1†

¶

¡ ci
2¯

2²

³ ´
‰abj…c ¡ 1i† dŠ…m‡1†

‡ di
2®

2²

³ ´
‰abjc…d ¡ 1i†Š…

m‡1†
¼

: …37†

In the current implementation, the loop over the
points v is located within the loop over shell-quartets.
Within the loop over v, both …·¸j¶¼†v and …·¸j¼¶†v
integrals are computed. These represent the two fourfold
sets of integrals that would correspond to one eightfold
set in position space. For small x the jn…x†=xn in expres-
sion (27) are evaluated through a power series expan-
sion. Subsequently, P…v† is evaluated by the appropriate
contraction with the HF density matrix elements. For
checking purposes, we have used quadrature to con®rm
the moment equations (20)±(23) are satis®ed.

Before studying complex systems using Gaussian
wavefunctions, we shall examine some simple systems
for which position and momentum intracules can be
derived in closed form.
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4. Intracules for the helium atom
The He atom provides a simple system in which HF

intracules can be studied. If we take the simple position
wavefunction

C…r1; r2† ˆ a3

º
e¡a…r1‡r2†; …38†

it can be shown [20] that

P…u† ˆ a3u2

6
…3 ‡ 6au ‡ 4a2u2† e¡2au: …39†

Taking the Fourier transform of equation (38) yields the
momentum wavefunction

C…p1; p2† ˆ 8a5

º2…a2 ‡ p2
1†2…a2 ‡ p2

2†2
; …40†

from which it can be shown that

P…v† ˆ 64a5…1584a4v2 ‡ 88a2v4 ‡ 3v6†
3º…4a2 ‡ v2†6

: …41†

Equations (39) and (41) show that the intracules in
position and momentum space behave di� erently. Both
decrease quadratically near the origin but, whereas the
position intracule eventually decays exponentially, the
momentum intracule decays only as v¡6. This is illu-
strated in ®gure 1, which depicts P…u† and P…v† for the
variationally optimal exponent a ˆ 27=16. The
momentum intracule is more di� use, indicating that a
high relative momentum is more likely than a high rela-
tive separation. Figure 2 shows how P…u† and P…v† vary
as the exponent is changed. The top panel depicts the
intracules for a di� use orbital (a ˆ 27=32) where there is

a broad distribution of the relative separation of the
electrons. The corresponding momentum intracule is
relatively narrow because when the electrons are further
from the nucleus their momenta decrease and, conse-
quently, the probability of large relative momentum
decreases. For a compact orbital (a ˆ 27/8) the proper-
ties of P…u† and P…v† are interchanged. There is a narrow
distribution of relative separation and a broad distribu-
tion of the relative momentum. This demonstrates the
complementary behaviour of the position and
momentum intracules.

The e� ect of correlation can be illustrated by the
Coulomb hole, which is de®ned [2] as

¢P…u† ˆ P…u†Correlated ¡ P…u†HF; …42†

and similarly for P…v†. Both position and momentum
intracules can be generated for correlated wavefunctions
and their respective Coulomb holes studied. In position
space the shape of the ground state Coulomb hole of He
is well known [2]. Electron correlation results in a more
di� use intracule with greater intracule density for large
u. In momentum space, the e� ect of correlation is more
complex [24]. If the relative separation is small, both
electrons moving in the same direction (low v) and elec-
trons moving towards each other (high v) will be disfa-
voured when electron correlation is introduced.

5. Larger systems
Figure 3 shows HF intracules for the He atom com-

puted using STO-3G and 6-311G basis sets. Both intra-
cules show some sensitivity to the basis set used. The
HF/6-311G intracules are almost identical to those
derived from the HF-limit wavefunction of Roothaan
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Figure 1. Position and momentum intracules for the He
atom, a ˆ 27=16.
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Figure 2. P…u† and P…v† for the He atom using a ˆ 27=32
(upper panel) and a ˆ 27=8 (lower panel).



et al. [42], leading us to conclude that the STO-3G basis

introduces some error but that increasing the size of the
basis set beyond 6-311G does not result in signi®cant

change.

Analogous intracules for the Be atom are shown in

®gure 4. Because the 1s electrons are close together and

move relatively quickly, they are responsible for the

inner peak in P…u† and the outer peak in P…v†. Conver-

sely, because the 2s electrons occupy a relatively large
orbital and move more slowly, the 1s-2s and 2s-2s inter-

actions provide the outer peak in P…u† and the inner one

in P…v†. Thus, although both P…u† and P…v† are bimodal,

we see that their peaks anti-correspond. This observa-

tion also rationalizes the behaviour of the intracules as
the basis set is changed: because the STO-3G basis
describes the 1s orbital better than the 2s orbital, the
STO-3G and 6-311G intracules agree best for small u
and large v. The corresponding exchange intracules
(®gure 5) show similar trends. In position space, the
large peak for low u arises from the inner 1s electrons
and the outer 2s electrons give rise to a broad peak that
is described poorly by the STO-3G basis set. In
momentum space, the inner 1s electrons result in a
broad peak with a long tail, while the narrow peak for
low v arises from the 2s electrons.

Figure 6 shows position and momentum intracules for
H2 as the bond length is increased, for both RHF and
UHF wavefunctions. In the RHF case, two distinct
peaks develop in the position intracule because the
wavefunction contains both ionic (H‡ + H¡) contribu-
tions, in which the electrons are close together, and
covalent (H: ‡ H:) contributions, in which they are far
apart. By contrast, because the UHF wavefunction dis-
sociates correctly to two neutral H atoms, the UHF
intracule lacks the spurious peak for low u. The di� er-
ence between the RHF and UHF momentum intracules
is less stark. The RHF intracule becomes narrower when
the bondlength is extended, re¯ecting the contribution
of the H¡ ions which will have a di� use, low
momentum, orbital. As the bond length is increased
the UHF intracule broadens because of the loss of low
momentum electron density between the hydrogen
atoms.

Figure 7 shows scaled intracule densities for a variety
of organic molecules. Whereas P…u† contain several
peaks that re¯ect the geometrical structure of the
molecules [20], P…v† intracules are smooth almost
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Figure 3. P…u† and P…v† for the He atom using di� erent basis
sets.
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Figure 4. P…u† and P…v† for the Be atom using di� erent basis
sets.
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Figure 5. K…u† and K…v† for the Be atom using di� erent basis
sets.
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Figure 6. P…u† and P…v† for H2 at various bond lengths, using RHF/6-311G (upper panels) and UHF/6-311G (lower panels)
wavefunctions.
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Figure 7. Normalized HF/6-311G intracules for a variety of organic molecules.



featureless functions with similar shapes, that show little

sensitivity to molecular structure. It is interesting that

two molecules may have strikingly di� erent position

intracules and nearly indistinguishable momentum

intracules. Closer inspection reveals small di� erences

between the P…v†. In particular, when heavier elements

are present the position of the maximum moves to
higher v. This is illustrated by ®gure 8 which shows

HF/6-311G intracules for ¯uorobenzene and the iso-

electronic chlorobenzene 8‡ ion. As expected, when
heavy nuclei are present P…v† is more di� use, but also
a distinct shoulder appears. However, there is no sharp
structure, this is a consequence of the more continuous
distribution of velocities within the molecules. Figure 9
shows scaled exchange momentum intracules for the set
of organic molecules. These intracules are more sensitive
to molecular structure, showing signi®cant variations
between the di� erent molecules, but we have not been
able to develop a simple physical interpretation of the
structure of the K…v† plots.

6. Conclusions
Understanding the interactions between pairs of

electrons is crucial to the accurate modelling of the elec-
tronic structure of molecules, and intracule densities
provide an excellent means for studying these inter-
actions. In order to have a complete picture of the elec-
tron distribution it is necessary to consider both position
space and momentum space representations. In this
paper, the computation of intracule densities for Gaus-
sian wavefunctions in momentum space has been
described. An implementation within Q-Chem has
enabled momentum intracule densities to be computed
for molecular systems with a number of heavy atoms.
Through studying some simple systems it has been
shown that position and momentum intracules are
closely coupled, and that often their behaviour is com-
plementary. Although the position intracules for larger
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Figure 8. HF/6-311G intracules for C6H5F and C6H5Cl8‡:
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Figure 9. HF/6-311G exchange intracules for a variety of organic molecules, normalized to ¡1.



systems become more complex, the corresponding
momentum intracules remain smooth functions, which
are insensitive to the molecular structure. However,
these intracules are sensitive to the nuclear charge of
the constituent atoms. When large di� erences in
nuclear charge occur, distinct peaks can develop.
Consequently, when expressing the intracule density in
momentum space much of the information with which
we are familiar in chemistry, such as chemical bonds, is
lost. The resulting intracules re¯ect the broad distribu-
tion of momenta in molecules. The exchange component
of the intracule density behaves di� erently, with K…v†
sensitive to changes in molecular structure.

This research was supported by the UK Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council (Grant GR/
M63430).
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